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david plouffe | wed, 09/28/2009 - 12:29pm | article read the full article about david plouffe david
plouffe is a founding member of the barack obama campaign and served as a senior advisor to the

president-elect from march 2008 until the end of the campaign. he is currently a principal at the
consulting firm, blue state digital. he is a graduate of harvard law school and served on the staff of

sens. bob dole and tom harkin. late to fight former president bill clinton said monday he ran for
president in 2008 because he felt he had a responsibility to help make sure america is “best

positioned to win the century ahead.” the only “firsts” he mentions are a new kind of leadership from
a man who comes from a generation “that looks like america, lives like america and acts like

america.” clinton’s comments follow up on his 2008 comments that he entered the race because it
was a moral imperative. “i didn’t want to leave office without having done everything i could to try to

shape a responsible, constructive, practical and effective response to the predicaments that we
face,” clinton said. “and that’s what i tried to do as president, to try to lift the spirits and provide

some answers, and to try to say we’re going to work it out, we’re going to do everything we can to
turn the challenges of the century into opportunities for our children and our grandchildren.” david
plouffe david plouffe, senior campaign advisor to president-elect barack obama, praised clinton’s
comments, adding that he also will be introducing obama’s economic speech tuesday, which will

focus on the auto industry and the american economy. “president clinton’s speech has a significant
stake in how the world understands where the united states is in the 21st century, where we’re

headed and how we get there,” plouffe said. “that’s not just helpful, it’s important.” plouffe added
that obama will continue to chart a new course, adding, “we’re going to tell the story of what’s
happening in america right now and why these things have happened. we’re going to highlight

challenges that face the country in the 21st century and why we’re so well positioned to tackle those
problems.” he said that it is “one thing to raise expectations about what this country is capable of
doing, but it’s quite another thing to maintain those expectations over time. that’s the challenge of

the decade.” it will be interesting to see how clinton will play into this new book project. worth noting
sen. john mccain, r-arizona, said sunday he was not given access to army secretary pete geren’s

testimony thursday before the senate armed services committee concerning the charges against lt.
gen. michael flynn, the former u.s. commander of international forces in iraq.
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